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The new experimental measurements of beam spin asymmetry were performed for the deeply71

virtual exclusive π0 production in a wide kinematic region with the photon virtualities Q2 up to 872

GeV2 and the Bjorken scaling variable xB in the valence regime. The data were collected by the CE-73

BAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS12) at Jefferson Lab with longitudinally polarized 10.674

GeV electrons scattered on an unpolarized liquid-hydrogen target. Sizable asymmetry values indi-75

cate a substantial contribution from transverse virtual photon amplitudes to the polarized structure76

functions. The interpretation of these measurements in terms of the Generalized Parton Distribu-77

tions (GPDs) demonstrates their sensitivity to the chiral-odd GPD ĒT , which contains information78

on quark transverse spin densities in unpolarized and polarized nucleons and provides access to79

the proton’s transverse anomalous magnetic moment. Additionally, the data were compared to a80

theoretical model based on a Regge formalism that was extended to the high photon virtualities.81

Deeply virtual meson electroproduction (DVMP) is82

one of the most effective ways to access Generalized83

Parton Distributions (GPDs), which are essential non-84

perturbative objects that provide extensive information85

on the 3D structure of hadrons [1–3]. DVMP processes86

at large photon virtuality can be factorized into a hard-87

scattering subprocess and a soft subprocess. For longi-88

tudinally polarized virtual photons at large photon vir-89

tuality Q2 the factorization of this amplitude shown in90

Fig. 1 has been proven [2, 4]. For transversely polar-91

ized virtual photons, a modified perturbative approach92

is used in current phenomenological models to take the93

parton transverse momenta into account as a higher-twist94

effect [5]. The hard subprocess can be calculated pertur-95

batively and the soft parts of the convolution can be de-96

scribed with GPDs and a meson distribution amplitude97

(DA).9899

Previous experimental [7–21] and theoretical [5, 6, 22–100

24] studies of hard exclusive pseudoscalar meson elec-101

troproduction, especially π0 and η electroproduction [5,102

6, 12, 13, 16, 17, 25, 26], have shown that the asymp-103

totic leading-twist approximation is not sufficient to de-104

scribe the experimental results from the existing mea-105

surements. It was found that there are strong contri-106

butions from transversely polarized virtual photons that107

have to be considered by including contributions from108

chiral-odd GPDs (HT , H̃T , ET , and ẼT ) in addition to109

the chiral-even GPDs (H, H̃, E, and Ẽ), which depend110

on the momentum fraction of the parton x, the skew-111

ness ξ, and the four-momentum transfer to the nucleon112

t. π0 meson production was shown to have an increased113

sensitivity to chiral-odd GPDs and is especially suited to114

constrain ĒT , due to the quark flavor composition.115

The chiral-even GPDs can be related to the well-known116

nucleon form factors [6] but a few phenomenological con-117

straints exist for the chiral-odd GPDs that cannot be118

accessed from the chiral-even sector. For example, the119

first moment of 2H̃T +ET can be interpreted as the pro-120

ton’s transverse anomalous magnetic moment [27], and in121

the forward limit, HT becomes the transversity structure122

function h1, which is directly related to the still unknown123

FIG. 1. Hard exclusive electroproduction of a pion on the
proton in very forward kinematics (−t/Q2 ≪ 1), described
by GPDs [5, 6].
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tensor charge of the nucleon [6].124

An alternative description of hard exclusive pion pro-125

duction is provided by Laget (JML) model, which is126

based on Reggeized exchange of trajectories in the t-127

channel [28, 29] and unitarity cuts [30, 31]. While the128

Regge model starts at the real photon point and extends129

to the deeply virtual regime, a firm QCD foundation ex-130

ists for the GPD model within the Bjorken regime and its131

applicability must be tested in the accessible Q2 range.132

For a precise comparison to theoretical models and espe-133

cially for a study of higher-twist effects, a study in t, ϕ,134

xB , and Q2 with multidimensional binning is needed to135

reduce uncertainties and to access the kinematic depen-136

dencies of the GPDs involved.137

In exclusive meson production experiments, GPDs are138

typically accessed through differential cross sections and139

beam and target polarization asymmetries [32–34]. The140

focus of this work is on the extraction of the beam spin141

asymmetry moments related to the structure function ra-142

tio σLT ′/σ0. In the one-photon exchange approximation143

the beam spin asymmetry (BSA) is defined as [32, 33]:144

BSA =

√
2ϵ(1− ϵ)σLT ′

σ0
sinϕ

1 +
√
2ϵ(1 + ϵ)σLT

σ0
cosϕ+ ϵσTT

σ0
cos 2ϕ

, (1)

where the structure functions σL and σT , which con-145

tribute to σ0 = σT + ϵσL, correspond to coupling to146

longitudinal and transverse virtual photons, and ϵ de-147

scribes the flux ratio of longitudinally and transversely148

polarized virtual photons. σLT , σTT , and the polarized149

structure function σLT ′ describe the interference between150

their amplitudes. ϕ is the azimuthal angle between the151

electron scattering plane and the hadronic reaction plane152

in the center-of-mass frame.153

For the present study, hard exclusive π0 electroproduc-154

tion was measured at Jefferson Lab with CLAS12 (CE-155

BAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer for operation at 12156

GeV) [35]. Beam spin asymmetries in forward kinematics157

were extracted over a wide range in Q2, xB and ϕ. The158

longitudinally polarized incident electron beam had an159

energy of 10.6 GeV with an average current of 40-55 nA,160

impinging on a 5-cm-long unpolarized liquid-hydrogen161

target placed at the center of the solenoid magnet of162

CLAS12. The large acceptance of the CLAS12 detec-163

tor allowed simultaneous detection of all four final state164

particles of the e⃗p → e′p′π0 reaction, with the π0 recon-165

structed by measuring the 2γ decay channel. The scat-166

tered electron was identified in the forward detector using167

the track reconstructed in the drift chambers (DC) and168

matching it with signals in a lead-scintillator electromag-169

netic sampling calorimeter (EC) and Cherenkov counter.170

The proton was identified as a positively charged parti-171

cle track in the DC with the time-of-flight measurements172

from the scintillator counters. The neutral pion decay173

photons were detected using the EC energy and timing174

information.175

For the selection of deeply inelastic scattered electrons,176

cuts on Q2 > 2GeV2 and on the invariant mass of the177

hadronic final state W > 2 GeV, were applied. The178

events with exactly one electron, one proton and at least179

two photons were selected as candidates for the exclu-180

sive e⃗p → e′p′π0 final state. With the 4-momenta recon-181

structed for all final state particles, the event kinematics182

is fully known, and energy and momentum conservation183

can be used to develop cuts to ensure exclusivity of the184

reconstructed events. These constraints reject the back-185

grounds from different channels (e.g. η, ρ or ω meson186

production) and from reactions with any additional unde-187

tected particle present. The exclusivity cuts were based188

on the following variables:189

• |∆PT | < 0.3 GeV and −0.5 < ∆Pz < 0.9 GeV190

- missing transverse and longitudinal momenta of191

the e′p′γγ system;192

• |∆ϕXπ| < 4◦ - the difference between the azimuthal193

angles of the reconstructed and computed π0 using194

the beam, target, and reconstructed e′ and p′ par-195

ticles, peaked around zero;196

• −0.3 < MM2
epX < 0.4 GeV2 - missing mass197

squared of epX system with the distribution peaked198

around the neutral pion mass squared.199

The events within a ±3σ range from the expected peak200

values were chosen as the final exclusive candidates,201

where σ is the observed experimental resolution obtained202

from the fit of each distribution. Figure 2 illustrates the203

effect of the ∆PT , ∆Pz, and ∆ϕXπ cuts on the miss-204

ing mass squared of the epX system and demonstrates205

the power of these exclusive constraints to achieve clean206

e⃗p → e′p′π0 event selection.207

0.5− 0 0.5 1 1.5 2
]2 [GeV2Missing mass

0

200

400

600

800

1000

 epX)→ for (ep2Missing mass  epX)→ for (ep2Missing mass

FIG. 2. Distributions of missing mass squared of the epX
system before (black line) and after (red line) application of
the exclusive constraints. The blue dashed lines represent
the cuts on MM2

epX that were also used for final exclusive

e⃗p → e′p′π0 event selection.

After application of all exclusivity cuts, the invariant208

mass of two photons was used to estimated the remain-209

ing background from accidental photons using the side-210

band method. The observed background was found to be211
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FIG. 3. The invariant mass spectra of two decay photons show
distributions peaked at the neutral pion mass. The plots for
two opposite ϕ bins are shown on top (80◦ < ϕ < 120◦) and
bottom (240◦ < ϕ < 280◦). The black solid histogram corre-
sponds to the events with positive helicity and the red dashed
histogram corresponds to the events with negative helicity.
The blue dashed lines represent 3σ cuts on the invariant mass
of two photons. The events outside of these lines are used to
estimate the background for sideband subtraction.

very small for all multidimensional bins, two of which are212

shown in Fig. 3. As a cross-check, the Mγγ distributions213

were fit with a Gaussian (describing the signal) plus a214

first-order polynomial (describing the background). The215

background estimate using the fit method was found to216

be consistent with the result from the sideband subtrac-217

tion method, and was used to estimate the systematic218

uncertainty of the background subtraction.219

The BSA was determined experimentally from the220

number of signal counts with positive and negative helic-221

ity (N±
i ), in a specific bin i as:222

BSAi =
1

Pe

N+
i −N−

i

N+
i +N−

i

, (2)

223

where Pe is the average magnitude of the beam polar-224

ization. Pe was measured with a Møller polarimeter up-225

stream of CLAS12 to be 86.3%±2.6%. To obtain the226

signal counts, the Mγγ distribution for each multidimen-227

sional bin in Q2, xB , −t, and ϕ and for each helicity228

state was analyzed separately, and the background counts229

were subtracted using the sideband method, as described230

above. Figure 4 shows the Q2 versus xB distribution of231

the exclusive events, together with the binning scheme232

applied for the multidimensional study. The statistical233

uncertainty of the beam spin asymmetry was calculated234

based on standard error propagation. For each of the five235236

{Q2, xB} bins, three bins in −t and nine bins in ϕ were237

defined to extract the BSA.238

To access the structure function ratio σLT ′/σ0, the239

BSA was plotted as a function of the azimuthal angle ϕ.240

Figure 5 shows the BSA as a function of ϕ in two exem-241

plar −t bins for two different Q2 − xB bin. As expected,242

the ϕ-dependence can be well described by Eq. (1). The243

denominator terms were fixed using the model param-244

eterizations of the unpolarized structure functions mea-245

sured by CLAS [11]. The impact of these terms in Eq. (1)246

on σLT ′/σ0 was studied during the analysis using differ-247

ent parameterization values for the unpolarized structure248

functions and was found to be much smaller than the sta-249

tistical uncertainty.250

The extraction of the BSAs for the exclusive e⃗p →251

e′p′π0 channel includes several sources of systematic un-252

certainty. Above we have discussed the contribution from253

the background subtraction, evaluated by using two dif-254

ferent methods to estimate the background counts from255

the invariant mass distribution of the two decay pho-256

tons. The variations between asymmetries extracted us-257

ing these two methods were 0.006 on average and were258

considered as systematic uncertainties. The systematic259

effect due to the uncertainty of the beam polarization was260

determined to be around 0.003 based on the uncertainty261

of the measurement with the Møller polarimeter. To es-262

timate the impact of acceptance effects, a Geant4-based263

Monte Carlo simulation including CLAS12 detector ef-264

fects was performed [36, 37]. The impact was evaluated265

by comparing the modeled and reconstructed asymme-266

tries, and was found to be on the order of 0.013. Also bin267

migration effects and radiative effects were studied based268

on Monte Carlo simulations and estimated to be around269

0.002. Additionally, for the systematic uncertainty asso-270

ciated with the event selection procedure, the exclusivity271

cuts were varied, and the corresponding BSA variations272

were estimated to be 0.014 on average. As mentioned273

above, the effect of the denominator terms from Eq. (1)274

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

Bx
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4
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8

10

12]2
 [G
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2

Q

1
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3
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5

FIG. 4. Distribution of Q2 versus xB . The red lines represent
the bin boundaries, and the bin numbering is given.
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FIG. 5. Beam spin asymmetry as a function of ϕ for two rep-
resentative kinematic bins. The vertical error bars show the
statistical uncertainty of each point. The gray bands repre-
sent systematic uncertainties of the BSA measurements. The
red lines show the fit with functional form of Eq. (1).

on the fit results was also studied and estimated to be275

around 0.005. The individual systematic uncertainties276

were combined in quadrature, and the total uncertainty277

is conservatively estimated at 0.015 on average, which is278

smaller than the statistical uncertainty in most kinematic279

bins.280

Figure 6 shows the final results for the BSA moments281

extracted in the region of −t up to 1.6 GeV2 for the five282

{Q2, xB} bins (−t/Q2 ≈ 0.2 − 0.4), where the leading-283

twist GPD framework is applicable. It includes the com-284

parison to the theoretical predictions from the GPD-285

based model by Goloskokov and Kroll (GK) [38] and the286

Regge-based JML model [28, 29]. The structure function287

ratio σLT ′/σ0 is clearly positive in all kinematic bins and288

shaped by the contributing structure functions. The non-289

ϕ-dependent cross section σ0 = σT + ϵσL is determined290

by the interplay between the ĒT and HT contributions291

in the low −t region, while σLT ′ is constrained to be zero292

at −tmin due to angular momentum conservation.293

The GK model includes chiral-odd GPDs to calculate294

the contributions from the transversely polarized virtual295

photon amplitudes, with their t-dependence incorporated296

from Regge phenomenology. The GPDs are constructed297

from double distributions and constrained by the latest298

results from lattice QCD and transversity parton distri-299

bution functions [38]. A special emphasis is given to the300

GPDs HT and ĒT = 2H̃T +ET , while contributions from301

other chiral-odd GPDs are neglected in the calculations,302

unlike chiral-even GPDs. σLT ′ can be expressed through303

the convolutions of GPDs with subprocess amplitudes304

(twist-2 for the longitudinal and twist-3 for the transverse305

amplitudes) and contains the products of chiral-odd and306

chiral-even terms [5]:307

σLT ′ ∼ ξ
√
1− ξ2

√
−t′

2m
Im[⟨ĒT ⟩∗⟨H̃⟩+ ⟨HT ⟩∗⟨Ẽ⟩]. (3)

After expanding the dominating chiral-odd denominator308

term [5], the structure function ratio σLT ′/σ0 can be ex-309

pressed by:310

σLT ′

σ0
∼ Im[⟨ĒT ⟩∗⟨H̃⟩+ ⟨HT ⟩∗⟨Ẽ⟩]

(1− ξ2) |⟨HT ⟩|2 − t′

8m2

∣∣⟨ĒT ⟩
∣∣2 + ϵσL

. (4)

Due to the quark flavor composition of the pions, π0
311

production is typically dominated by ĒT , while the con-312

tribution from HT is significantly smaller. In contrast,313

π+ electroproduction shows a significantly stronger con-314

tribution from HT . Since chiral even GPDs are much315

better known than their chiral odd counterparts, the316

strongest uncertainty for the theoretical prediction is ex-317

pected from the so far poorly known GPD ĒT .318

The comparisons between the experimental results and319

theoretical calculations demonstrate the difficulty to pa-320

rameterize the delicate interference structure function321

σLT ′ and estimate its sizable magnitude. The JML model322

shows positive values for the beam spin asymmetries in323

the three lowest xB (close to 0.35) and Q2 (below 4.5324

GeV2) bins for the low −t regions, but fails to extrapo-325

late to the two highest xB and Q2 bins. The GK model326

provides a better description of the experimental mea-327

surements in a wide Q2 and −t range, but still predicts328

significantly smaller values for σLT ′/σ0. This discrep-329

ancy between the GK predictions and the experimental330

data might be explained by the interplay between the331

magnitudes of the chiral-odd GPDs HT and ĒT . Based332

on Eq. (3) the results especially hint that ĒT is overes-333

timated. To illustrate the sensitivity of σLT ′/σ0 on the334

GPD ĒT , Fig. 6 also contains calculations with the GPD335

ĒT reduced by an overall factor of 2 (black dashed line)336

and with the GPDHT reduced by a factor 2 (black dotted337

line). The modification of the GPD ĒT generates sub-338

stantially larger BSA values, whereas the reduction of the339

GPD HT shows a significantly smaller effect. This dis-340

parity reflects the dominance of the GPD ĒT in the the-341

oretical description of π0 electroproduction, which makes342

it the most relevant channel to constrain ĒT . These ef-343

fects are especially evident for the lower Q2 bins, while344

the increase in the high Q2 bins is noticeably smaller,345

which can indicate that the contributions of chiral-odd346

GPDs are still significant at the range of Q2 accessible347

in CLAS12, and should be improved in the GK model348

calculations.349

While a change of ĒT helps as far as the descrip-350

tion of σLT ′/σ0 is concerned, the consequences for other351

observables remain to be checked. This includes the352

measurements that show strong contributions from the353

transversity GPDs and need to be considered for the354

determination of ĒT , such as unpolarized cross section355
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FIG. 6. The measurements of σLT ′/σ0 and its statistical uncertainty as a function of −t in the forward kinematic regime.
The gray bins represent the systematic uncertainties. The black curves show the theoretical prediction from the GPD-based
Goloskokov-Kroll model. The black dashed lines show the effect of the GPD ĒT multiplied by a factor of 0.5, and the black
dotted lines show the effect of the GPD HT multiplied by a factor 0.5. The red curve shows the theoretical predictions from
the Regge-based JML model.

measurements for deeply virtual π0 production from356

CLAS [8, 11, 12, 16, 17], Hall A [18–20], COMPASS [21],357

and observables with transversely polarized targets for358

hard exclusive π+ production from HERMES [38]. Al-359

together, a new global fit of the GPDs to all existing360

data from CLAS and Hall A, as well as the aforemen-361

tioned HERMES and COMPASS results, and additional362

upcoming CLAS12 results on other mesons, becomes nec-363

essary. Here, the new multidimensional precision π0
364

BSA data from this work and its high sensitivity to the365

GPD ĒT will allow a better determination of this so far366

poorly known GPD. Based on the improvements in the367

knowledge of ĒT , it will become possible to improve the368

knowledge of the nucleon’s anomalous magnetic moment369

ku,dT =
∫
dxĒu,d

T (x, ξ, t = 0), which is a fundamental370

quantity and so far only poorly constrained using lattice371

QCD results.372

In summary, we have performed a multidimensional373

study of the BSA measurements for e⃗p → e′p′π0 at large374

photon virtuality, above the resonance region. In very375

forward kinematics, the magnitude of σLT ′/σ0 is under-376

estimated in all Q2 and xB bins by the most advanced377

GPD-based model [38], indicating that a global fit of378

the model to existing experimental data is necessary to379

achieve an improved parameterization of the chiral odd380

GPDs, especially the dominating GPD ĒT .381
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